// case study:

“The independent and
branded approach was vital.
We are a respected brand and
wanted to continue to build
trust with car buyers - we
wouldn’t do that by collecting
and publishing reviews of our
own product.”
TOM TRAVERS
Digital Communications
Manager, Lexus

Reevoo helps get Lexus
on the short list
Since the ﬁrst Lexus LS was launched in 1989, luxury car
manufacturer Lexus has set a standard of distinction backed
by over 50 years of Toyota automotive experience. Today,
Lexus has expanded globally and now operates its own
design engineering and manufacturing centres.

The solution was to use existing owners as a mouthpiece.
Lexus drivers are passionate about their vehicles, but the
brand knew it wasn’t doing enough to harness the
enthusiasm of owners and use it to inﬂuence people
considering a Lexus.

Though awareness of the Lexus brand is high among
consumers, the company felt that it could do more to
feature on the consideration lists of UK car buyers. Lexus
felt its USP in hybrid technology was strong enough to
warrant consumer attention – but that it wasn’t always
easy to articulate all the beneﬁts to drivers.

Lexus saw that owners’ ratings and reviews are the most
effective way to achieve this. It also knew that using an
independent, branded third party system for collecting
and displaying reviews was vital to build trust with car
buyers.

RESULTS
// 30% publish rate
// 5x more time spent
on site when reviews
are read
// 2.5x more page
views when reviews
are read

// The solution

// The results

Lexus enlisted Reevoo to begin collecting car reviews
from veriﬁed Lexus owners. In March 2013, the reviews
went live on lexus.co.uk. Reevoo’s Ask-an-owner feature
was also part of the implementation, allowing potential
Lexus customers to quiz existing owners, moderated by
Reevoo on Lexus’ website This has been particularly
valuable in removing ‘hesitation points’ and conveying the
beneﬁts of hybrid technology in relation to fuel economy.
Soon, Lexus began to see an increase in engagement on
its website. The enthusiasm of its existing owners was
inﬂuencing potential new ones.

Lexus had expressed conﬁdence in its range, and that was
reinforced with an average score across all vehicles of 9
out of 10. Review content wasn’t just for show, however Reevoo’s SEO Boost feature embedded the review
content on individual product webpages, enriching Lexus’
website with natural language perfect for search engines.
The level of detail Reevoo is able to collect in the reviews
also provided plenty of valuable customer insight.
Lexus Europe uses this insight regularly in the
development process.

Why Reevoo?
Lexus was unperturbed about Reevoo’s Consumer
Promise to not edit or suppress bad reviews. It felt
conﬁdent in the quality of its vehicles, and knew that
collecting and publishing reviews itself wouldn’t have the
same level of trust when compared to a third party
Trustmark.

with Reevoo’s level of attention and willingness to create
bespoke elements of the implementation.
Having explored the effectiveness of reviews online,
Lexus is now looking to go beyond the webpage, using
reviews to convert more visitors to its dealerships
into buyers.

Reevoo’s commitment to service ensures Lexus achieves
maximum return on investment. Lexus has been pleased

Want to know more about how Reevoo can encourage your customers to book more test
drives? Visit www.reevoo.com/industries/automotive/
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